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Abstract The function of many proteins involves equilibria between conforma-

tional substates, and to elucidate mechanisms of function it is essential to have

experimental tools to detect the presence of conformational substates and to

determine the time scale of exchange between them. Site-directed spin labeling

(SDSL) has the potential to serve this purpose. In proteins containing a nitroxide

side chain (R1), multicomponent electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra

can arise either from equilibria involving different conformational substates or ro-

tamers of R1. To employ SDSL to uniquely identify conformational equilibria, it is

thus essential to distinguish between these origins of multicomponent spectra. Here

we show that this is possible based on the time scale for exchange of the nitroxide

between distinct environments that give rise to multicomponent EPR spectra; rota-

mer exchange for R1 lies in the &0.1–1 ls range, while conformational exchange is

at least an order of magnitude slower. The time scales of exchange events are

determined by saturation recovery EPR, and in favorable cases, the exchange rate

constants between substates with lifetimes of approximately 1–70 ls can be esti-

mated by the approach.
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1 Introduction

By the early 1970s substantial experimental evidence had accumulated showing

proteins as dynamic structures in solution [1–4], and Cooper [5] had pointed out that

thermodynamic fluctuations are an inherent property of systems with dimensions on

the order of globular proteins. In this same period, Frauenfelder and co-workers [6]

proposed the existence of multiple conformational states in equilibrium to account

for the dynamics of ligand binding to myoglobin. Extensive studies of myoglobin

reaction kinetics ultimately led to the idea of a hierarchy of protein dynamics [7]

(Fig. 1), in which a particular functional protein state is made up of a number

of conformational substates (or ‘‘taxonomic’’ substates in the nomenclature of

Frauenfelder [6]). At this level in the energetic hierarchy, the number of

conformational substates is generally few and their microsecond–millisecond

lifetimes are long enough to be described in molecular detail. Within each

conformational substate are a multitude of short-lived (ps–ns) statistical substates,

each corresponding to the same global conformation but having different torsional

states of bonds in the backbone and side chains. A transition between any of the

various substates is referred to as ‘‘exchange’’; conformational exchange gives rise

to low-frequency (kHz–MHz) ‘‘breathing’’ modes of proteins, while exchange

between statistical substates yields low-amplitude, high-frequency (GHz–THz)

fluctuations of the backbone. This general view of protein dynamics has been

strongly supported by the elegant methods of modern solution nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) [8–10].

Fig. 1 Hierarchy of protein dynamics. A protein in a given state resides in a global free energy minimum
in multidimensional conformational space, here represented by a single conformational coordinate (top
panel). Within the global conformation of a given state, there exist taxonomic substates in equilibrium,
with exchange lifetimes on the ls–ms time scale (center panel). Within each taxonomic substate, there
exist statistical substates of very short lifetimes, on the ps–ns time scale (bottom panel). Transitions
between taxonomic substates correspond to conformational exchange, while transitions between
statistical substates correspond to backbone fluctuations about the average structure of the substate
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There is little doubt now that the flexibility of proteins on the ls–ms time scale,

in many cases, is related to function. An example is provided by the exchange

between the open and closed conformational substates of molecular gates in

protein–ligand systems [11] that coordinate ligand binding and dissociation

reactions. In other cases, conformational substates may correspond to specific

intermediates exhibited during enzyme catalysis [12, 13], generate the diversity of

ligand recognition in antibodies [14, 15], or result in promiscuity in protein–protein

recognition in signal transduction [16, 17]. Of particular interest is a recent NMR

study that showed the conformational substates explored by ubiquitin in solution to

constitute the complete manifold of substates involved in promiscuous binding

interactions [18].

Flexibility on the ps-ns time scale, due to transitions between statistical substates,

plays a role in protein–ligand and protein–protein interactions [19–21], and provides

for flexible regions that enable the larger scale conformational exchange events

[22]. A remarkable recent discovery is that a substantial number of proteins exist in

a completely unstructured state (‘‘intrinsically disordered proteins’’) [23, 24],

characterized by high backbone flexibility; such proteins adopt a particular

conformation only upon binding to a structured partner [25]. The intrinsically

disordered nature allows for rapid search-and-bind kinetics as well as the potential

for recognition of multiple partners [26].

To explore molecular mechanisms of protein function, it is apparent that

experimental techniques capable of monitoring dynamic protein modes over a wide

range of time scales are required. NMR has led the way in solution-phase studies of

relatively small proteins, but equivalent measurements on larger soluble proteins,

membrane-bound proteins, and transient complexes remain challenging, and so new

methodologies would be welcome to both extend and complement NMR.

Site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) has the potential to provide information on

protein motions taking place on the above time scales without limitations regarding

the size or complexity of the system. Moreover, picomole quantities of soluble or

membrane proteins can be investigated under physiological conditions in a native-like

environment. In SDSL, a nitroxide side chain is introduced in a site-specific manner;

the most widely used is that designated R1, although others have been developed and

were also employed in the present study (Fig. 2) [27–29]. Motions of the R1 nitroxide

group on the ps–ns time scale result in magnetic relaxation that determines the

transverse relaxation time (T2) and hence the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectral line shape. Backbone fluctuations that occur on the nanosecond time scale can

thus directly affect the EPR spectrum, and SDSL has been shown to provide a measure

of fast backbone dynamics [30, 31]. This capability should prove invaluable in

locating disordered domains within proteins, identifying intrinsically disordered

proteins and monitoring their interactions with binding partners [32].

Although fast backbone motions are directly revealed in the EPR line shape,

detection of conformational exchange on the ls–ms time scale requires a different

approach, because such motions are too slow to produce relaxation effects that

reveal themselves in the spectra. If R1 is in a region where it undergoes slow

conformational exchange between chemically unique environments (Fig. 3a), the

EPR spectrum is simply a weighted sum of the spectra corresponding to each
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substate. Such multicomponent spectra are referred to as ‘‘complex’’. Complex

spectra can also be the result of the R1 side chain existing in multiple rotameric

states, with unique environments for each state (Fig. 3b), as established by X-ray

crystallography, mutagenic and EPR studies [33–35]. Therefore, in using SDSL to

identify conformational exchange processes, it is necessary to be able to

distinguish with certainty protein conformational equilibria from R1 rotameric

equilibria as the origin of complex spectra. In this report, we show that the

exchange rate of the nitroxide between the environments identified in a complex

spectrum provides the required means of discrimination between rotameric and

conformational equilibria.

Figure 4 shows some experimental strategies in X-band EPR for determining

exchange rates of nitroxides between different environments reflected by a complex

spectrum, together with the time scale for rotamer exchange in native side chains

and for conformational exchange in proteins, both as determined from NMR [9]. For

exchange on the 1–100 ns time scale, spectral components are averaged to various

degrees, as illustrated in Fig. 4, and the exchange rate can be extracted from

simulations (the program NLSL.SRLS.EXCH for simulating exchange effects on

continuous-wave (CW) spectra is available from the ACERT Center at Cornell

University, http://www.acert.cornell.edu/index_files/acert_ftp_links.php). Exchange

on the ls–ms time scale, corresponding to protein conformational exchange, is too

slow to influence line shapes. However, exchange on the 1–100 ls time scale,

Fig. 2 Spin labeling of a cysteine side-chain in a protein. A cysteine residue can be modified by the
methanthiosulfonate reagent [(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl) methanethiosulfonate] HO-
225 or its variants HO-1943, HO-2101, HO-1944, reagent yielding the R1 (a), R1b (b), R1f (c), or RX (d)
side-chains, respectively. In the case of the RX side-chain, two cysteine sites in close proximity are cross-
linked by this reagent
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Fig. 3 Structural origin of complex spectra of R1. a Hypothetical example of conformational exchange
between two states (‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’) related to each other by the outward rotation of a domain. In ‘‘B’’ the
nitroxide is buried and has little motion relative to protein, giving rise to a characteristic broad line shape
(magenta trace). When the domain rotates out, motional constraints on the nitroxide are relieved, giving
rise to a mobile state, ‘‘A’’, with a relatively sharp line shape (cyan trace). In an equilibrium mixture, with
slow exchange between states, the spectrum is a sum of the two components in proportion to their
population (green trace). b Models of two R1 rotamers, in which the nitroxide makes immobilizing
contacts with the protein in one configuration, while the nitroxide retains high mobility in the other. This
situation will also give rise to a complex spectrum similar to that shown due to the simultaneous presence
of both rotamers. Rotamer model is based on 115R1 in T4 Lysozyme, Protein Data Bank: 2OU9

Fig. 4 Time scale for EPR exchange spectroscopy and some exchange events in proteins. Together,
various EPR detection methods span a wide time range, encompassing part or all of the events of interest
in proteins. For short lifetimes (on the T2 time scale), exchange leads to spectral averaging, illustrated by
the merging of resolved peaks in the CW EPR spectrum (arrows, lower right spectrum). Rotamer
lifetimes for some native side chains fall in this time domain [74]. Pulsed saturation recovery and
relaxation spectroscopy (T- or P-jump) cover the range of lifetimes expected for protein conformational
exchange inferred from NMR [9]
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relevant to fast conformational exchange events in proteins, provides a mechanism

for modulating the nitroxide spin–lattice relaxation rate, W = (2T1)-1, where T1 is

the spin–lattice relaxation time. Thus, the measurement of W for R1 can, in prin-

ciple, provide a means of measuring protein conformational exchange kinetics.

Exchange events occurring on a slower time scale (long ls to ms and beyond) can

be measured in real time with perturbation methods employing temperature or

pressure jumps, or coherent excitation methods [36–38].

Spin–lattice relaxation times at physiological temperatures are conveniently

measured by the pulsed technique saturation recovery (SR) EPR, developed by

Hyde and co-workers [39, 40]. Inversion recovery methods employing spin echo

detection are not generally applicable due to the very short T2 relaxation rates of

nitroxides in proteins near room temperature (ca. 60 ns) [41]. In SR-EPR, an intense

saturation pulse of microwave radiation is delivered at a frequency corresponding to

the central resonance line of the nitroxide (mI = 0 of 14N), and the return of spectral

intensity is monitored with a weak CW observing microwave field at the same

frequency. Within the context of a two-component system with two relaxation rates,

the relaxation to equilibrium is in general bi-exponential, where the relaxation rate

constants are functions of the intrinsic T1 values and exchange rates. Long-pulse

SR-EPR has been previously employed to measure exchange rates of a lipid spin

label between two environments in biological membranes [42], and exchange rates

between bound and unbound states of a protein [43]. Here we present a new

application of the general method to distinguish rotamer from conformational

exchange in proteins and, in ideal cases, estimate exchange rate constants for

conformational exchange.

2 Theory and Experimental Design

2.1 Determination of Exchange Rate Constants by Saturation Recovery

For nitroxides in proteins, the rates of spectral diffusion due to nitrogen nuclear

relaxation and rotational diffusion are much greater than electron relaxation rates,

and for long-pulse SR-EPR, the recovery of a given nitroxide state can be treated

assuming a single pair of spin energy levels corresponding to ms = ±� [42, 44–47],

simplifying the formulation of the theory. The spin–lattice relaxation rates exhibited

in such a system can be derived from the exact solutions of the Bloch–McConnell

equations [48, 49] or by solving the rate equations describing the exchanging system

[50], both yielding analogous expressions.

The expression for the SR-EPR signal, i(t), of an R1 residue in a protein that

explores two distinct environments (with distinct T1s) via conformational or

rotameric exchange is derived in Appendix A. The result for the relaxation rates is a

special case of that derived by Kawasaki et al. [42], which included Heisenberg

exchange, but the expressions in Appendix A include the exponential amplitudes

which are determined in full by using initial conditions.

The general result for the saturation recovery signal of a nitroxide in exchange

between states a and b is:
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iðtÞ ¼ c
Z
� d

� �
e�ðXþY�ZÞt � c

Z
þ d

� �
e�ðXþYþZÞt: ð1Þ

The quantities c, d, X, Y and Z are defined in terms of the intrinsic relaxation rates

of the nitroxide in the two states (Wa = (2T1a)-1 and Wb = (2T1b)-1), the fractional

population of state a (fa), the exchange rate constant (k) and constant quantities q, c
and Ctot (see Appendix A):

d ¼ q1Pa þ q2Pb

2
; ð2Þ

c ¼ X � Y

2

� �
q1Pa � q2Pb
� �

� k q2Pað1� faÞ þ q1Pbfa
� �

; ð3Þ

Pa ¼ 1� qað ÞfacCtot; ð4Þ

Pb ¼ 1� qb

� �
1� fað ÞcCtot; ð5Þ

X ¼ Wa þ k 1� fað Þ; ð6Þ
Y ¼ Wb þ kfa; ð7Þ

Z ¼ Wa �Wb

� �2þ Wa �Wb

� �
1� 2fað Þ2k þ k2

h i1=2

; ð8Þ

k ¼ 1=2 kab þ kba

� �
; ð9Þ

where kab and kba are the first-order rate constants for the forward and reverse steps,

respectively, in the exchange equilibrium.

SR-EPR studies typically focus on the measurement and analysis of the two

exponential time constants X ? Y ± Z, and ignore the exponential amplitudes

c/Z ± d, which are also dependent on X, Y, Z and, hence, the exchange rate constant

[42, 45–47, 50]. Although the amplitude expressions involve quantities that can also

be obtained from the relaxation rates, they are important for estimating the range of

exchange rates accessible by the method (see below and Appendix B).

In the slow-exchange limit, where k� Wa �Wb

		 		; the relaxation rates approach

the individual intrinsic rates of the two states:

lim
k!0

X þ Y þ Z ¼ Wa;

lim
k!0

X þ Y � Z ¼ Wb:

In the limit of fast exchange, where k� Wa �Wb

		 		;
lim

k!1
X þ Y þ Z ¼ 2k;

lim
k!1

X þ Y � Z ¼ Wafa þWb 1� fað Þ:

However, k cannot be experimentally determined from the first of these expressions

because the exponential amplitude of the X ? Y ? Z term goes to zero as k
approaches the fast-exchange limit (see Appendix B).

In the intermediate exchange case k � Wa �Wb

		 		� �
; the exponential time

constants X ? Y ? Z and X ? Y – Z depend on k, Wa, Wb and fa [see Eqs. (6)–(8)].
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Thus, there are four unknown quantities and only two measured relaxation rates, so

the problem is underdetermined. The fractional population of each state can be

estimated from spectral simulations [51], reducing the unknown quantities by one, but

still more information is needed. A similar problem was encountered in measuring

lipid exchange, and the solution, suggested by Kawasaki et al. [42], is to differentially

vary Wa and Wb by the addition of a fast relaxation agent, such as molecular oxygen or

nickel (II) ethylenediaminediacetic acid (EDDA). These reagents increase the

relaxation rate in proportion to the collision rate of the nitroxide with the reagent, and,

hence, to the concentration of a relaxation agent [42, 45, 52, 53]:

Wa ¼
1

2T1a;RA

¼ 1

2T1a;0
þ ja;RA½RA�; ð10Þ

where T1a,0 and T1a,RA are the T1s of state a in the absence and presence of the

relaxation agent (RA), respectively, and ja,RA is the ‘‘accessibility constant’’ of state

a to collision with RA. Similarly for state b:

Wb ¼
1

2T1b;RA

¼ 1

2T1b;0
þ jb;RA½RA�: ð11Þ

Quite generally, the accessibilities of the two states a and b to collision with

either NiEDDA or oxygen will be different [45], and the addition of either

relaxation agent will differentially modulate the intrinsic T1s of the two states. By

determining the experimental relaxation times as a function of relaxation agent

concentration, Eqs. (1)–(8) can be globally solved for Wa, Wb, the accessibility

constants and k. There are independent experimental checks on the results of this

procedure that will be discussed below. For the fast- and slow-exchange limits,

exchange rates are linear functions of [RA], whereas a nonlinear dependence

identifies intermediate exchange. As shown in detail in Appendix B, the range of

exchange lifetimes accessible by this strategy is limited to approximately 1–70 ls.

This has traditionally been a difficult range to access with solution NMR techniques,

but recent studies have now revealed that important conformational exchange events

populate this time domain [18, 54–56].

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 T4L Mutants and Sample Preparation

Preparations of the single cysteine substitution mutants of T4 Lysozyme (T4L), the

general method for spin labeling with methanethiosulfonate reagents, and the

protein purification have been previously reported [27, 33, 34, 57]. The syntheses of

spin labeling reagents HO-225, HO-1943, HO-2101, and HO-1944 (Fig. 2) have

been previously reported [27, 28, 58, 59]. The preparation of double cysteine mutant

T4L 131C/135C, with which HO-1944 reacts, will be published elsewhere

(Fleissner, M.R., Cascio, D., Kalai, T., Hideg, K., Hubbell, W.L.).

All samples were prepared such that the final concentration of spin-labeled

protein was between 150 and 500 lM. Each spectrum was recorded in 25% w/w
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Ficoll 70 to remove the effect of rotational diffusion and to reveal the spectrum

corresponding to motion of the nitroxide relative to the protein. Ficoll has no effect

on the internal motion of the side chain [60]. Ficoll-containing protein solutions

(25% w/w) were prepared by two-fold dilutions of the spin-labeled protein solution

with a 50% w/w Ficoll-70 solution in 25 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic

acid buffer at pH 6.8. Nickel (II) EDDA (‘‘NiEDDA’’) was synthesized according to

Oh et al. [61]. Protein-NiEDDA solutions were prepared such that the final

concentration of NiEDDA ranged from 0.3 to 1.5 mM. Typically, a series of

solutions with final NiEDDA concentrations of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2 and 1.5 mM was

measured for each T4L Mutant.

3.2 CW and Pulse SR-EPR

In all studies approximately 3 ll of a given sample were loaded into a gas-

permeable TPX capillary (methylpentene polymer, inner diameter of 0.6 mm,

Molecular Specialties Inc., Milwaukee, WI, USA). Prior to recording spectra, gas

and temperature equilibration were allowed to occur for at least 15 min.

All CW-EPR spectra were recorded at X-band on a Bruker E-580 spectrometer

fitted with a two-loop one-gap resonator (Medical Advances, Milwaukee, WI,

USA) [62] over a field range of 100 G, at 2.0 mW incident power, a modulation

frequency of 100 kHz and a modulation amplitude of 1 G. Temperature and

atmosphere around the sample during measurement were controlled by the

commercial Bruker temperature control unit, which employs nitrogen flow from a

liquid nitrogen boiler and heater apparatus. All samples containing NiEDDA were

equilibrated with a nitrogen atmosphere to ensure no relaxation effects due to the

presence of oxygen.

Most of the SR-EPR spectra reported herein were measured on the Bruker 580

spectrometer fitted with a Stanford Research Instruments amplifier (Part

#SR445A) in place of the video amplifier originally supplied with the spectro-

meter. Data acquisition was under the control of Bruker-supplied software, and

selection of parameters for the long-pulse experiments followed the general

guidelines provided by Hyde [63, 64]. The sample container, resonator and

temperature control were as described above for CW spectroscopy. The 250 mW,

500 ns pump pulse provided by the electron-electron double resonance (ELDOR)

source was set to the maximum absorbance of the mI = 0 hyperfine line of the
14N nitroxide spectrum. The CW observe power was 100 lW at the same

frequency as the pump pulse. The defense pulse length was 280 ns. Each SR

curve was acquired with 2048 points at 50 MHz, with an analog bandwidth of

20 MHz. Typically 65536 accumulations were acquired on- and off-resonance

using a 1 Hz field step of -10 G upfield. The total number of accumulations was

2.10 million over the course of approximately 10 min; each measurement was

independently repeated 3–5 times. Some saturation recovery measurements were

made on the saturation recovery spectrometer at the National Biomedical EPR

Center in Milwaukee, WI, with the following instrument settings: pulse

length = 300 ns, pulse power = 140 mW, CW observe power = 31.5 lW, points

per spectrum = 2048 at 50 MHz with an analog bandwidth of 25 MHz. Use of
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molecular oxygen as a relaxation agent (performed in Milwaukee) required

equilibration of the samples with a mixture of dry air and the compressed nitrogen

gas used for temperature control, adjusted using gas-flow gauges [53]. For samples

that were compared on the Bruker 580 and Milwaukee instruments, there was

excellent agreement in the measured T1s (less than 5% variation).

3.3 CW-Spectral Simulations, SR Curve Fitting, and the Determination of

Exchange Rate Constant Using T1 Versus Relaxation Agent Dependence

CW spectra were fit using the microscopic order-macroscopic disorder (MOMD)

model of Freed and co-workers as implemented in the nonlinear least-squares

stochastic Liouville (NLSL) program [51]. Starting values for the elements of the A
and g magnetic tensors were Axx = 6 G, Ayy = 6 G, Azz = 37 G, gxx = 2.0078,

gyy = 2.0055, gzz = 2.0023, and the fitting procedure is described in detail

elsewhere [57].

For experimental saturation recovery data, 10–60 data points (out of 2048) were

trimmed from the beginning of the relaxation curves to remove remnants of the

instrumental defense pulse. The data were then fit with a least-squares criterion to

the equation

iðtÞ ¼ Aae�Wat þ Abe�Wbt þ i0;

with Aa, Ab, Wa, Wb and i0 as parameters using GraphPad Prism v5.02 data analysis

software for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego California USA,

www.graphpad.com). For each sample, 3–5 data sets were fitted using this

method and a weighted average was determined. In all cases, T1 values from each

data set deviated no more than 0.5 ls from the average.

For complex spectra with bi-exponential saturation recovery curves, the above

analysis was carried out for data collected at different concentrations of exchange

reagent ([RA]), either NiEDDA or O2. Simulation of the corresponding CW

spectra provided values for the fractional populations fa, fb = 1 - fa, independent

of the exchange reagent concentration. Thus, a series of values was obtained for

the parameter set {Wa, Wb, [RA], fa}, with fa being constant for a given sample.

These values provided a corresponding set of equations for X ? Y ? Z and

X ? Y – Z (given by Eqs. (6)–(11) above), which were globally fitted in a least-

squares sense for the parameters T1a, T1b, ja,RA, jb,RA and k, again using the

GraphPad Prism software. When fits produced a k value less than ca. 0.015 MHz,

it was concluded that the system was in the slow-exchange regime. In situations

where only one relaxation time was recorded, global fitting to data obtained for a

series of RA concentrations provided the accessibility constant jRA for the R1

site.

Independent checks on the validity of T1a, T1b, ja,RA and jb,RA values obtained by

this procedure are available. For example, the intrinsic T1s should be consistent with

those expected from the mobility of the two components (Fig. 5d) and the exchange

rate, and the accessibility constants should be consistent with those published for R1

at sites of similar topography [45, 52].
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Fig. 5 Dependence of the spin–lattice relaxation time on effective correlation time for R1 in T4L. a
Ribbon model of T4L showing the sites (black spheres) where spin-labeled side chains were introduced,
one at a time (except for 131RX135, in which two cysteine mutations were introduced for cross-linking
by reagent HO-1944, see Fig. 2). b CW EPR spectra (black traces) of the nitroxide side chains at the
indicated sites recorded at 298 K in 25% w/w Ficoll 70, which has no effect on the internal motion of the
side chain [60]. In addition, the spectra simulated by the MOMD model are shown (dashed traces). In
each case, the effective T1 determined for the protein in a nitrogen atmosphere under the same conditions
for the CW spectrum is indicated. Below each simulated spectrum are provided the rotational correlation
time and order parameter in the format {sR,S}, determined from the simulation. Arrows above the
spectrum for 150R1 indicate the resolved hyperfine components A\ and A|| due to uniform anisotropic
motion. c Representative saturation recovery curve for T4L 131R1 in nitrogen atmosphere at 298 K
(black trace) with the exponential least-squares best fit (white trace) and the tenfold-magnified (109)
residual of this fit below. The inset shows the linear dependence of the 131R1 spin–lattice relaxation rate
(W) on [O2] (diamonds). The line is a least-squares fit of the data to a straight line. d Plot of the spin–
lattice relaxation rate for these sites versus the rotational correlation time of the nitroxide (sR) extracted
from the MOMD simulations. Errors in sR are estimated during the MOMD simulation process and reflect
the strong correlation between the fitting parameters corresponding to the order and rotational correlation
time
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4 Results

4.1 Spin–Lattice Relaxation Rates for R1 Residues with a Single Dynamic

Mode; Dependence of T1 on Correlation Time

The exchange rate of a nitroxide between two states reflected in a complex spectrum

can be estimated by the strategy presented above, provided that the T1s and solvent

accessibilities are different in the two states. As illustrated in Fig. 3, complex

spectra arise from the presence of two or more states of different mobility. Because

the T1s of small nitroxides in solution depend on rotational correlation time (sR)

[65–67], the states corresponding to the two CW spectral components of R1 are

expected to have different intrinsic T1s.

To examine the dependence of T1 on the rotational correlation time for spin

labels in proteins, sites were selected in T4 Lysozyme (T4L) for which the spectra

reflect a single dynamic state of the nitroxide, as determined from simulations using

the MOMD model (see Sect. 3). In this case, single-exponential recoveries are

expected, and the relaxation rates are the intrinsic rates unaffected by exchange

events on the ls or slower time scale.

The location of the sites and the corresponding EPR spectra are shown in Fig. 5a

and b, respectively; in each case, the spectrum can be fitted to a single dynamic

component (dashed traces, Fig. 5b). The features that might be interpreted as

multiple dynamic components (in all spectra, save for 48R1) are the parallel and

perpendicular orientations of the nitroxide that are resolved in the uniform z-axis

anisotropic motion (arrows above spectrum for 150R1, Fig. 5b) [27, 68]. Figure 5c

shows a representative saturation recovery curve for T4L 131R1 under a nitrogen

atmosphere (black trace), together with the fit to a single-exponent (white trace) and

the residual to the fit below. The inset to Fig. 5c shows the linear increase in the

single relaxation rate as a function of added molecular oxygen; the slope of this line

is the accessibility constant, jO2 for 131R1. The relaxation rate also increases

linearly with NiEDDA concentration (data not shown). Similar results are found for

R1 at each of the sites in Fig. 5b, i.e., the SR curve is best fitted by a single-

exponent, and the relaxation rates are linear in added relaxation reagent, either

oxygen or NiEDDA. The relationship between the intrinsic relaxation rates of R1 at

these sites (W = (2T1)-1) and the rotational correlation times (sR), as estimated

from spectral simulations, is shown in Fig. 5d. The relaxation rate increases by a

factor of 3–4 from the most immobilized state of R1 (133R1) to the most mobile

(48R1). Extrapolation of this plot to longer correlation times is likely not valid,

because the apparent linearity holds over a limited range of sR, and the curve flattens

at longer sR [66].

Although the dynamic range of intrinsic T1 for R1 in proteins is small, it is

sufficient to resolve two states in the usual case, where the nitroxide of one has

contact interactions with nearby groups leading to strong nitroxide immobilization,

while the other will project into solvent and have a high mobility determined by side

chain internal motions (e.g., Fig. 3). This distinction also guarantees that the two

states will have different accessibilities with respect to collision with NiEDDA and

O2 [45, 52].
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4.2 Spin–Lattice Relaxation Rates for R1 with Two Dynamic Modes; Fast

Rotamer Exchange

Figure 6a is a ribbon model of T4L identifying sites, at which the spectra of R1 have

two components of different mobility, and Fig. 6b shows the corresponding complex

EPR spectra; these spectra cannot be simulated on the assumption of a single

component. In each case, relatively mobile (a) and immobile (b) components are

identified by spectral intensity in the corresponding shaded regions of Fig. 6b.

These spectra illustrate essentially the full range of complex spectra observed for R1

in proteins. X-ray crystallographic and mutagenic studies of spin-labeled T4L

mutants 44R1 [33], 115R1 [34] and 119R1 [35] suggest that their complex spectra

arise from two rotamers of the R1 side chain. This result is understandable because

these sites are in well-ordered domains in T4L, and two-component spectra thus

arise exclusively from rotamer equilibria. Similarly, it is tentatively assumed that

the two-component spectra for 61R1, 109R1, and 127R1 in T4L also arise from

rotamer exchange, although this remains to be proven.

Figure 6c shows a representative saturation recovery curve from 44R1, along

with the fit to a single-exponential and its residual (a two-exponential fit gives no

improvement). Similar results are seen for R1 at each of the sites shown in Fig. 6a,

and the values experimentally determined for the single effective spin–lattice

relaxation time, T1eff, are given in Fig. 6b.

The field separation between the resolved spectral features that correspond to the

different dynamic modes for R1 in proteins is typically about 5–10 G, and exchange

rates in the neighborhood of 109 s-1 would be required for spectral averaging. Since

such averaging is not evident, the resolution of two states in the spectral line shape

but a single T1 implies that

� 109 Hz [ k [ DWj j; ð12Þ

where DW is the difference in the spin–lattice relaxation rates of the two sites, as

defined above. This implies that the rotamer exchange rate constants are

approximately within the range 109 Hz [ k [ 106 Hz.

For 44R1, 61R1, 115R1, 119R1, and 127R1, the spectra all have an immobilized

component (b) with sR in the range of 10–16 ns (Fig. 6b), corresponding to

T1 & 5–8 ls from Fig. 5d. The substantially shorter relaxation times observed for

R1 at these sites (ca. 1.5–4 ls) provide added evidence for the exchange process. As

stated above, in the fast-exchange limit, the ‘‘effective’’ measured spin–lattice

relaxation is,

Weff ¼
1

2T1eff

¼ fa
2T1a

þ 1� fað Þ
2T1b

: ð13Þ

Using populations and correlation times of the individual components obtained

from CW spectral simulation, it is possible to estimate T1eff for comparison with

experimental results. As an example, consider the relaxation behavior of 44R1.

Simulations of T4L 44R1 give for the mobile component, fa = 0.7, sR = 1.9 ns and

for the immobile component, fb = 1 - fa = 0.3 and sR = 13 ns [33]. From Fig. 5d,

the estimated intrinsic T1s are T1a = 2.6 ls and T1b = 6.5 ls, giving a T1eff of
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3.2 ls, in reasonable agreement with the measured value of 3.4 ls (Fig. 6c). Other

sites, for which this calculation can be carried out, give similar levels of agreement.

In the fast-exchange limit, Weff is predicted to be linear in NiEDDA or O2

concentration, but if the rate of collisions with the paramagnetic relaxation agent

becomes sufficiently large for one of the states but not the other, DW could increase

Fig. 6 Spin–lattice relaxation for cases of R1 with rotamer exchange. a Ribbon model of T4L showing
the sites where R1 was introduced (black spheres). b EPR spectra of R1 at the indicated sites. The shaded
areas identify regions where spectral intensity corresponds to relatively mobile (a, light gray) and
immobilized (b, darker gray) states. Values for the experimentally determined effective spin–lattice
relaxation times are provided. c Representative saturation recovery curve for T4L 44R1 in nitrogen
atmosphere at 298 K (black trace), with the exponential least-squares best fit to a single component
(white trace) and the tenfold-magnified (109) residual of this fit below. The inset shows the spin–lattice
relaxation rate (W) dependence of 44R1 on molecular oxygen concentration (diamonds) against a straight-
line least-squares fit of the data
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such that the inequality of the right-hand side of Eq. (12) could become invalid. In

this case, the system could transition to intermediate exchange, where two

relaxation times appear (see below). The experimental plot for Weff versus

[NiEDDA] for 44R1 is linear in NiEDDA (Fig. 6c, inset), indicating that rotameric

exchange processes for R1 are, indeed, in the fast-exchange limit.

4.3 Spin–Lattice Relaxation Rates for R1 with Two Dynamic Modes; Slow

Conformational Exchange

The above results show that exchange between two rotamer states, at least for the

examples investigated, is in the fast limit with respect to T1. The other extreme, the

slow-exchange limit,

k\
1

2T1a
� 1

2T1b

				
				;

is the case for many examples of exchange between conformational substates, where

NMR methods have estimated millisecond exchange rates [22, 69–71]. For a two-

state system in this limit, two relaxation times are observed that correspond to the

intrinsic spin–lattice relaxation times for the individual states, and each relaxation

rate is linear in the concentration of added paramagnetic reagent.

Many single-point mutants of T4L with dramatically decreased thermal stability

have been prepared and characterized [72]. It is likely that the destabilized state of

the protein exists as a manifold of fluctuating conformations [73], some of which

likely reflect partially unfolded states that should be detectable by SDSL methods.

One example is T4L mutant L46A, which is destabilized by nearly 3 kcal/mol

relative to the wild-type protein [72]. Residue 46 is located at the buried surface of

helix B (Fig. 7a). This short helix has a relatively small buried surface area and it is

not surprising that mutations at this site lead to significant destabilization, at least

locally in helix B. In an earlier study, Leucine 46 was replaced with the larger R1 side

chain, leading to substantial overpacking of the core [33], destabilizing the protein by

&4 kcal/mol (J.J. McCoy, W.L. Hubbell, unpubl.), similar to that produced by the

L46A cavity-creating mutation. The EPR spectrum of 46R1, reproduced in Fig. 7b

(black trace), is striking and reveals a highly mobile component in addition to an

immobilized state characteristic of a buried site (e.g., 133R1, Fig. 5b). The best fit of

the 46R1 spectrum to a two-component model is shown in Fig. 7b (dashed trace); the

correlation times for the two components estimated from the fit are 8.4 ns and 1.1 ns

for the immobilized and mobile components, respectively.

The saturation recovery for 46R1 is well fitted with two exponents (Fig. 7c) with

individual relaxation times of 4.8 and 2.3 ls, showing that the exchange between

the two states is not in the fast-exchange limit. Assuming a slow-exchange limit,

estimates for T1 based on Fig. 5d and the rotational correlation times given above

are 5.3 and 1.8 ls, respectively, in reasonable agreement with the experimental

values. On the basis of this result and the linearity of the individual relaxation times

with NiEDDA concentration (inset Fig. 7c), we tentatively conclude that 46R1 is in

the slow-exchange limit consistent with exchange between two local conformations

of helix B.
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4.4 Spin–Lattice Relaxation Rates for R1 with Two Dynamic Modes;

Intermediate Microsecond Exchange

The cases presented above illustrate the two extremes expected to be commonly

encountered for R1 in exchange, namely, the fast- and slow-exchange limits. Due to

the limited range of T1s observed for R1 in proteins, the range for detecting

intermediate exchange and numerically evaluating the exchange rates is limited

approximately to 0.014–1 MHz, corresponding to lifetimes of 1–70 ls. The

Fig. 7 Spin–lattice relaxation for slow conformational exchange. a Ribbon model of T4L showing the
location of the buried leucine-46 residue (dark gray CPK spheres) that was mutated to a cysteine for spin
labeling. b EPR spectrum of T4L 46R1 (black trace) with a two-component MOMD fit (dashed trace) to
the data. Rotational correlation times and order parameters for the individual components determined
from the fit are given in the format {sR,S} below the simulated spectrum. c Saturation recovery curve for
T4L 46R1 in nitrogen atmosphere at 298 K (black trace), with a double-exponential least-squares fit
(white trace) and the tenfold-magnified (109) residuals to single- and double-exponential fits below. The
inset shows the linear spin–lattice relaxation rate (Wa and Wb) dependence of 46R1 on NiEDDA
concentration for the fast and slow SR components (open diamonds and solid squares, respectively,
plotted on separate axes). The lines are straight-line fits to the data
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hallmark of intermediate exchange is a nonlinearity in the dependence of exchange

rates on the concentration of added paramagnetic reagent.

Using the methodology described in the Sect. 2, a few cases have been found, for

which R1 is apparently in intermediate exchange when located in the region of

proteins known to be in conformational exchange. These cases are still under study,

and detailed accounts will be presented elsewhere, but one example will be

illustrated with T4L 130R1.

Fig. 8 Spin–lattice relaxation in the intermediate exchange regime. a Model of 130R1 in T4L based on
the crystal structure [29]. b EPR spectrum of T4L 130R1 in 25% w/w Ficoll 70 at 298 K (black trace),
along with a two-component MOMD spectral simulation (dashed trace). The spectra of the individual
components a and b, determined by the simulation, are also given below with intensities scaled by the
relative populations. Rotational correlation times and order parameters determined from the simulation
are given below each spectrum as {sR,S}. c A representative saturation recovery curve for T4L 130R1 in
a nitrogen atmosphere under the same conditions as for the CW spectrum (black trace), with a double-
exponential fit (white trace) and the tenfold-magnified (109) residuals to single- and double-exponential
fits below. The inset shows the dependence of the spin–lattice relaxation rate (Wa and Wb) on [NiEDDA]
for the fast and slow SR components of 130R1 (open diamonds and solid squares, respectively, plotted on
separate axes). The lines here are from a fit of Eqs. (1)–(8) with a nonzero average exchange rate, k.
Dashed lines on each trace are placed to emphasize the nonlinearity of the fits
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A crystal structure of T4L 130R1 [29] shows the R1 side chain to occupy a single

rotamer at a contact site between two helices (Fig. 8a). On the other hand, the EPR

spectrum has two well-resolved components (Fig. 8b) and two spin–lattice relaxation

rates (Fig. 8c), corresponding to effective T1s of 2.6 and 5.8 ls in the absence of

relaxation reagents at 298 K. The dependence of relaxation rates on [NiEDDA] for

both components is nonlinear, with concave and convex curvatures for the slow and

fast components, respectively (inset, Fig. 8c). The traces are from the fit of the data to

Eqs. (1)–(11) with k = 0.036 ± 0.017 MHz, and the straight dashed lines that define

the initial slopes are provided to emphasize the curvature. Possible physical origins

of the exchange process for 130R1 will be discussed below.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The single most important conclusion of this study is that exchange between R1

rotamers that give rise to complex spectra takes place on a time scale at least an

order of magnitude faster than protein conformational exchange events character-

ized so far. As a result, complex spectra arising from rotamer exchange have a

single T1 observed in saturation recovery, while such spectra arising from protein

conformational exchange have two or more spin–lattice relaxation times. This

qualitative result offers a great simplification in interpreting the EPR of R1 in terms

of protein structure and dynamics.

This simple and gratifying picture assumes that all conformational exchange

processes in proteins will be slow on the T1 time scale and all rotamer exchange

events of R1 will be fast. The first assumption is so far supported by NMR

relaxation studies, but there is no precedent for the second. Clearly, more

experiments are needed to verify that all R1 rotamer exchange events are in the fast

limit. Nevertheless, the cases investigated in this first study include examples of

rotamer exchange that likely involve rotations about different bonds in the R1 side

chain as well as distinct interactions of the nitroxide with the environment that must

be broken or made concomitant with the rotamer exchange; these interactions range

from largely polar in the case of 44R1 [33] to hydrophobic in the case of 115R1

[34]. This suggests that exceptions to fast exchange will be unusual, and the linear

trend seen in the plot of Weff versus [NiEDDA] for T4L 44R1 agrees with this

suggestion (Fig. 6c). It is estimated that the R1 rotamer exchange rate falls in the

approximate range of 1–100 MHz. For comparison, the rotamer exchange rates of

some methyl-containing native side chains have been found to be on the GHz (or

faster) time scale [74, 75]. However, at such high rates spectral averaging would

occur in CW EPR, and complex spectra would not be observed for R1 (bottom

Fig. 4). It is thus likely that the slower rotamer exchange of R1 compared to that of

native methyl-containing side chains is due to unique intraresidue interactions of R1

with the protein backbone, and to the interactions of the nitroxide ring with nearby

side chains that give rise to multiple spectral components [33–35, 57].

In principle, it might be possible to determine an exchange rate between rotamers

at a reduced temperature, at which it becomes sufficiently slow to move into the

intermediate exchange regime. However, saturation recovery curves for all six of
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the sites shown in Fig. 6 remain mono-exponential down to 270 K, at which point

the motion of R1 in both states moves into the slow-motion limit and spectral

resolution between states is lost (data not shown). At the other extreme of slow

exchange, illustrated by 46R1, raising the temperature to 310 K increases side chain

mobility, which causes the two spectral components to merge, and does not drive

the system into the intermediate-exchange regime. The limitation in both cases is

the loss of spectral resolution between states due to the temperature dependence of

the internal motion of R1.

In early studies, using the first saturation recovery instrument, Percival and Hyde

[63] showed that nitroxide T1s were dependent on the rotational diffusion rate. On

the basis of this result, Robinson et al. [76] and Eaton et al. [77] carried out detailed

and systematic studies of the dependence of nitroxide T1s on the rotational diffusion

rate. More recently, Sato et al. [66, 67] found that the dependence of T1 on isotropic

sR near room temperature for small nitroxides in water-glycerol mixtures could be

accounted for by modulation of the electron-nuclear dipolar interaction, assuming a

Cole–Davidson spectral density function to describe the frequency distribution of

the isotropic motion. On a log–log plot, the W1 versus sR trend is roughly linear in

the range 1 ns \ sR \ 20 ns, which is the typical range of sR encountered for R1

side chains in proteins. Figure 5d shows that a similar plot ((2T1)-1 vs. sR) for R1 in

a protein is also roughly linear. However, it should be noted that the data in Fig. 5d

was derived from nitroxides undergoing anisotropic motion (except for the most

immobilized cases of 131R1f, 131RX135 and 133R1, which are assumed to be

purely isotropic).

The dependence of T1 on motion, although relatively weak, is useful in providing

an independent check on exchange models used in data analysis. For example, in the

case of fast exchange, one can estimate the effective spin–lattice relaxation time

from Eq. (13) by using fa and sR values from CW spectral simulation and intrinsic

T1 values from the above determined sR and Fig. 5d. Such estimates can be

compared with the experimental relaxation rate as a check on the fast exchange

model, as shown above for the T4L 44R1 case. In the case of slow exchange, the

measured relaxation times should be the intrinsic T1s determined from the estimated

sRs and Fig. 5d, while in intermediate exchange, one expects relaxation rates

somewhat faster than the estimated intrinsic T1s.

The case of 46R1, for which R1 is in slow exchange between two states, deserves

comment. The SR relaxation data clearly require two exponents for a reasonable fit

(Fig. 7c), and this guided the choice of a two-component simulation for the EPR

spectrum (Fig. 7b). However, the fit is not perfect, as can be seen when comparing

the data to the simulation around the low-field line, and could be improved by

including a third component that contributes to spectral intensity between the a and

b components. However, the dynamic range of the nitroxide T1 is too small to

reliably use a three-exponential fit; the T1 of the third component would be quite

close to that of the a component.

The 46R1 mutation destabilizes the protein by about 3–4 kcal/mole as measured

by thermal unfolding detected with circular dichroism, although the melting may

not correspond to a simple two-state transition (J.J. McCoy, W.L. Hubbell, unpubl.).

The 46R1 residue is located on the buried surface of the short B helix in the
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C-terminal domain (Fig. 7a), and substantially overpacks the hydrophobic core of

this small domain. Considering that the N-terminal domain is relatively unstable

compared to the C-terminal domain [78, 79] and that the substantial destabilization

is due to the mutation, it is likely that the mobile component in the EPR spectrum

(Fig. 7b) corresponds to a complete unfolding of the B helix, and perhaps the entire

N-terminal domain. In this case it would be easy to understand slow exchange

between the states of R1 at this site as well as the existence of intermediate states

that could give rise to additional components in the EPR spectrum.

As stressed above, the most important result of the current work is to provide a

simple criterion for distinguishing rotamer from conformational exchange. How-

ever, it is also possible to determine numerical estimates for the exchange rate

constant for exchange events that occur on the time scale of 1–70 ls, a time domain

of considerable interest in protein science [18, 54–56]. A single example is provided

by the case of 130R1 in T4L, for which an exchange rate constant of &0.04 MHz,

corresponding to a 20 ls average lifetime, was found to account for the relaxation

data at 298 K. Nitroxide scanning in helix H, in which the site 130 resides, revealed

that this helix has higher flexibility than the neighboring helix G [33]. Moreover,

one of the cavities in the wild-type T4L interior is located beneath helix H [72].

The CW spectrum of 130R1 clearly reveals two components, although the crystal

structure of the spin-labeled protein shows a single rotamer, at least at cryogenic

conditions where the data were collected (100 K). Modeling suggests that the two

components could possibly arise from two rotamers about the X4 dihedral (second

bond from the ring). In one rotamer, that observed in the crystal, the nitroxide has

immobilizing interactions with an adjacent helix, while in the other (modeled)

rotamer, the ring projects into solution and would be relatively mobile [29].

However, evidence presented above makes it unlikely that such a simple rotamer

exchange process would be slow. A more attractive model is one in which helix H

has two (or more) conformations, due to the destabilizing cavity mentioned above,

perhaps, together with some degree of destabilization due to the presence of R1 at a

helix-helix contact site [28]. One conformation of the helix could be as in the crystal

structure, with another related to the first by a simple helix rotation, for example,

that would position R1 away from the intrahelical contact site. Further studies are

needed to fully understand this exchange and to exclude an unusually slow rotamer

exchange, but 130R1 offers here an initial example of an event that lies within the

accessible time domain of the saturation recovery method.

In summary, the data and analysis presented above provide the basis of a general

and powerful approach for differentiating fast rotameric and slow conformational

exchange in proteins and, in some cases, quantifying it. We envision in the future

that both CW and SR data will be routinely obtained on the same sample, in the

same resonator, on the same spectrometer. This is currently feasible on the

commercial Bruker 580 spectrometer using either the Bruker split-ring resonators,

or a loop-gap resonator. A set of experiments, in which an R1 side chain is placed

on the outside surface of a protein to sample the principal structural elements, would

then provide data related to both T1 and T2, which would allow one to map the

regions of the protein with fast backbone dynamics [31] as well as those in slow

conformational exchange. As a final comment, the EPR time scale is particularly
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attractive in that neither rotamer nor conformational exchange is sufficiently fast to

average the CW line shape, so structural information on the exchanging partners is

available via established SDSL principles [30]. On the other hand, the T1 range for

nitroxide side chains attached to proteins overlaps an important time domain for

protein conformational exchange, enabling direct measurement by saturation

recovery techniques, as illustrated here.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the Pulse Saturation Recovery Signal Expression

In the following, it is assumed that both nitrogen nuclear relaxation and protein

rotational diffusion rates are much faster than electron spin–lattice relaxation rates,

and this is generally the case for small spin-labeled proteins in solution (even in the

presence of 25% Ficoll), as previously discussed [45]. In this case, the spin-�
nitroxide can be treated as a single set of energy levels [46] in a magnetic field as

shown in Fig. 9, which includes the possibility of exchange between two states of

the nitroxide within the protein (a and b); the first-order exchange rate constants are

kab and kba. In the usual case of dilute protein solutions (B1 mM), there is negligible

Fig. 9 Energy level diagram for an exchanging spin-� system. For the present purposes, this is a
nitroxide radical attached to a protein, where spectral diffusion rates (14N nuclear relaxation and
rotational diffusion) are much faster than the spin–lattice relaxation rate [76], and where the saturating
pulse is long relative to spectra diffusion events. Under these conditions the nuclear manifold collapses to
a single state, leaving only the two conformationally inequivalent states, a and b. The concentrations of
proteins are sufficiently dilute that there is no Heisenberg exchange between them
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Heisenberg exchange, which would otherwise connect energy levels 1 with 4 and 2

with 3.

The complex spectra encountered for R1 in proteins typically have 2 resolved

components corresponding to states of different mobility, i.e., a ‘‘mobile’’ and

‘‘immobile’’ state. Let state a be the mobile state and state b be the immobile state.

As discussed above, states a and b have different spin–lattice relaxation rates (W)

characterized by their spin–lattice relaxation times (T1):

2Wa ¼ T1að Þ�1;

2Wb ¼ T1b
� ��1

:

Let ni and Ni be the instantaneous and equilibrium populations of the spins in

energy level ‘i’, respectively. In the derivation below, Eqs. (14)–(18) follow Yin

et al. [46]. The rate equations for the spin populations are:

d

dt
n1 � n2ð Þ � N1 � N2ð Þ½ � ¼ �2Wa n1 � n2ð Þ � N1 � N2ð Þ½ � � kabðn1 � n2Þ

þ kbaðn3 � n4Þ; ð14Þ
d

dt
n3 � n4ð Þ � N3 � N4ð Þ½ � ¼ �2Wb n3 � n4ð Þ � N3 � N4ð Þ½ � � kbaðn3 � n4Þ

þ kabðn1 � n2Þ: ð15Þ
Let fi be the mole fraction of component ‘i’, where fa ? fb = 1 and fi [ 0, and

Ctot is the total concentration of spin. The absolute amounts of each state are:

n1 þ n2 ¼ ½a� ¼ Na ¼ faCtot; ð16Þ
n3 þ n4 ¼ ½b� ¼ Nb ¼ fbCtot ¼ ð1� faÞCtot: ð17Þ

The Boltzmann population ratios of each state are:

N2=N1
¼ e�ðE2�E1Þ=RT ¼ ba;

N4=N3
¼ e�ðE4�E3Þ=RT ¼ bb:

From Eqs. (16) and (17), and the above ratios ba and bb, the population differences

of the two states are:

N1 � N2 ¼ cNa ¼ facCtot; ð18Þ
N3 � N4 ¼ dNb ¼ 1� fað ÞdCtot; ð19Þ

where

c ¼ 1� ba

1þ ba
;

d ¼ 1� bb

1þ bb
:

Note that at 298 K and 3000 G, c = 6.77 9 10-4. Variation of the field by ± 25 G

yields only a 1% change in this value. Thus, it is safe to approximate c & d. The

observable SR signals are:
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ia ¼ n1 � n2ð Þ � N1 � N2ð Þ; ð20Þ
ib ¼ n3 � n4ð Þ � N3 � N4ð Þ: ð21Þ

By combining Eqs. (14), (15), (17) and (21) and simultaneously solving the

resulting pair of equations, we get:

ia ¼ I1e� XþY�Zð Þt þ I2e� XþYþZð Þt; ð22Þ

ib ¼
X � Y þ Zð Þ

kba
I1e� XþY�Zð Þt þ X � Y � Zð Þ

kba
I2e� XþYþZð Þt; ð23Þ

where

X ¼ Wa þ
kab

2
;

Y ¼ Wb þ
kba

2
;

Z ¼ Wa �Wb

� �2þ Wa �Wb

� �
kab � kba

� �
þ kab þ kba

2

� �2
" #1=2

:

Equations (22) and (23) are equivalent to the relaxation expressions for exchange

given elsewhere, if the Heisenberg exchange rate is set to zero [42, 46]. Using initial

conditions, the coefficients I1 and I2 can be determined and the pre-exponential

terms simplified. Immediately after the saturating pulse is applied (t = 0), from Eqs.

(18)–(21) above we get:

iaðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ n1 � n2ð Þ � N1 � N2ð Þ ¼ qa n1 � n2ð Þ � N1 � N2ð Þ ¼ qa � 1ð ÞfacCtot;

ð24Þ

ibðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ n3 � n4ð Þ � N3 � N4ð Þ ¼ qb n3 � n4ð Þ � N3 � N4ð Þ
¼ qb � 1
� �

1� fað ÞcCtot; ð25Þ

where qa and qb are the degrees of saturation of the a and b components,

respectively, following the saturating pulse. If qi = -1, the net magnetization of the

ith component has been inverted; if qi = 0, the system is completely saturated; if

qi = ?1, it is unchanged from its Boltzmann equilibrium distribution. These

definitions follow Yin et al. [46].

Inputting t = 0 into Eqs. (22) and (23) above and setting them equal to Eqs. (24)

and (25), respectively, we get:

iaðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ I1 þ I2 ¼ qa � 1ð ÞfacCtot; ð26Þ

ibðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ X � Y þ Zð Þ
kba

I1 þ
X � Y � Zð Þ

kba
I2 ¼ qb � 1

� �
1� fað ÞcCtot: ð27Þ

Letting

1� qað ÞfacCtot ¼ Pa;

1� qb

� �
1� fað ÞcCtot ¼ Pb;
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the coefficients I1 and I2 are:

I1 ¼
1

2Z
Pa X � Y � Zð Þ � Pbkba

� �
; ð28Þ

I2 ¼ �
1

2Z
Pa X � Y þ Zð Þ � Pbkba
� �

: ð29Þ

Note that ELDOR spectroscopy could be employed to study a two-state system in

exchange. In the ideal case with perfect spectral resolution, one would pump one

population and probe the other (e.g., qa = 0 and qb = 1, observe i2). In this case,

the two exponents extracted from the data are identical to those that would be taken

from an SR experiment. Only the relative amplitudes of the components would

change, occasionally in sign (but not always). Thus the ELDOR experiment has

little to offer in the measurement of exchange rates in two-component systems. This

is in direct contrast to the utility of ELDOR in the measurement of collisional

Heisenberg exchange rates.

The experimentally observed SR curve will be the sum of ia and ib, weighted

according to their relative CW amplitudes at the field, where the recovery is

observed. Thus, the observed SR signal will be

iSR ¼ q1ia þ q2ib; ð30Þ

where q1 and q2 represent the intensities of each component contributed to the total

signal at the field of observation (qj = 0 corresponds to zero contribution from the

jth component to the observed signal, qj = 1 corresponds to full signal intensity of

that component). Combining Eqs. (22), (23), and (28)–(30), with some rearrange-

ment, we arrive at Eqs. (1)–(8) given in the text.

Appendix B: The Use of SR-EPR Amplitudes to Determine Relative
Concentration Ratios and the Limits of Exchange Rates That Can Be Measured

The amplitudes of the exponents in the SR signal [Eqs. (1)–(8)] can be used to

estimate the practical range of the exchange measurement as described above, and

can also be used to determine the component fractions for each state in the absence

of exchange. Note that the signal amplitude of each component is not solely

dependent on its mole fraction, and thus relative amplitudes do not, in general, give

the relative populations of the states in a straightforward manner.

In the following, the average exchange rate constant is defined as

k ¼ kab þ kba

2
;

and throughout the text is referred to simply as the exchange rate constant. Note that

this definition is different by a factor of two from that in some NMR literature [54,

56]. Only when k = 0, do the amplitudes directly reflect fa.

In a typical long-pulse, sufficiently high power saturation recovery experiment,

the following assumptions apply:
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qa ¼ qb ¼ 0;

q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 1:

The first assumption is valid since the two spectral components completely overlap

in the central resonance line, and thus both are fully saturated by the long pulse. The

second assumption states that, at our designated field of detection, both components

contribute their full spectral amplitude to the observed signal (the zero-crossing of

the center first derivative line, mI = 0). ‘cCtot’ is a concentration- and spin-label

dependent term, only important when dealing with measurement of absolute signal

amplitudes. Normalization of the slow and fast component amplitudes, Aslow and

Afast, respectively, removes the dependence on this term, and simplifies analysis

using amplitudes:

ANslow ¼
Aslow

Aslow þ Afast

¼ 1

2
1� c

Zd

� �
; ð31Þ

ANfast ¼
Afast

Aslow þ Afast

¼ 1

2
1þ c

Zd

� �
: ð32Þ

These normalized amplitudes can be extracted from a two-component typical

saturation recovery curve, however, special care must be taken to ensure that the

signals from the earliest times after the pulse are not lost due to instrumentation

settings (e.g., long defense pulses, etc.) by properly extrapolating the amplitudes to

t = 0.

Let

Wa �Wb

		 		 ¼ DW ;

k=DW ¼ Q;

‘‘Q’’ is the ratio of the exchange rate constant to the difference in the two spin–

lattice relaxation rates. Derivation of the SR amplitudes in terms of this quotient

allows one to determine the upper limit of exchange rate, while still observing two

separate exponential recovery curves, i.e., the range of Q values, which allow one to

measure exchange using T1 modulation by the addition of relaxation agents such as

NiEDDA or molecular oxygen. Thus,

ANslow ¼
1

2
1þ 1� 2fa þ 2Qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Q2 þ 4Qð1� 2faÞ þ 1
p

 !
;

ANfast ¼
1

2
1� 1� 2fa þ 2Qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Q2 þ 4Qð1� 2faÞ þ 1
p

 !
:

From the normalized amplitudes, which range from 0 to 1 and sum to unity, two

important points can be gleaned:

1) As Q increases, ANfast goes to zero;

2) To obtain a fast-component amplitude within two orders of magnitude (1%) of

that of the slow component, Q must be less than ca. 5.
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Point 1 shows that the limit to measuring two separate exponential recovery

curves by the technique described above, as exchange rate increases, is dictated in

part by the relative amplitudes: if the average exchange rate constant (k) between

two components is sufficiently large relative to the difference in spin–lattice

relaxation rates (DW), the SR technique will only reveal one exponent due to

reduction in amplitude of the faster component. This means that, using the

approximate upper boundary for Q given in Point 2 and for a two-state sample

with intrinsic T1s of 2 and 20 ls (extrema in spin-labeled proteins), the fastest

average exchange rate constant determinable by this technique is ca. 1 MHz (an

exchange lifetime of approximately a microsecond). On the other end of the

exchange spectrum, using the exponential time constants in Eqs. (1) and (6)–(8),

X ? Y ? Z and X ? Y – Z, we estimate that with intrinsic T1s of 4 and 8 ls

(typical values in spin-labeled proteins for two similar states), it would be difficult

to measure an exchange rate constant slower than ca. 0.014 MHz (an exchange

lifetime of *70 ls).

Note that when Q goes to zero, ANslow and ANfast are 1 - fa and fa,

respectively. To show that the amplitudes correctly give the relative populations

of states in this limit, two samples of different T1s were mixed in varying ratios,

effectively creating an artificial spin-labeled protein sample with two states in the

zero-exchange regime (k = 0 = Q). The proteins in the mixture were T4L

mutants 131R1 and 133R1, each having only one dominant spectral component

and a single spin–lattice relaxation time (Fig. 5). The experimental saturation

recovery curve was fitted to two exponents, each agreeing well with the T1s of the

isolated proteins (Fig. 5b). The fit was extrapolated to t = 0, and the absolute

amplitudes of the two components were determined and normalized to the total

amplitude change of the saturation recovery signal. Figure 10 shows that the

experimental data are in close agreement with predictions for a two-component

system in the absence of exchange.

Fig. 10 Normalized SR signal amplitudes measured for mixtures of T4L 131R1 and 133R1 of varying
relative concentrations. The dashed black lines are the expected normalized amplitudes based on
ANslow = 1 - fa and ANfast = fa, when k = 0 (from Eqs. (1)–(5))
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